Abstract. -Forces and force-constant changes for the F centre in SrF 2 were calculated from a point-ion-model, ground-state wave function. The predicted negative central-force-constant change for NN cations is in essential agreement with the value inferred from measured Raman spectra by Glynn, Hayes and Wiltshire. The predicted force-constant change for NN anions is also negative, in contrast to the large positive value inferred from spectra. However, outward radial displacement of NN cations may produce a large, positive central force-constant change for those third-neighbor anions in line with NN cations. It now appears that the latter effect provides a better explanation for an observed A^ resonance in the Raman spectrum at 310 cm -1 than does a hypothetical positive force-constant change for NN anions.
Glynn et al. [8] measured the single-phonon Raman spectra of F centres in SrF 2 , and interpreted the A 1 -symmetry spectrum in terms of the projections of the perturbed density of phonon states on symmetrical displacements of nearest cations and anions [4] . They exploited the large mass ratio of the ions by treating displacements of the cations and anions, which contribute to the Raman scattering in different frequency ranges, as independent; accordingly, they retained only two diagonal elements of the unperturbed Green's function matrix, calculated from a shell model of SrF 2 lattice dynamics [6] . The perturbation due to the defect was introduced by treating NN cation and anion central force constants as adjustable parameters [7] . The change of NN cation force constant required to give a good fit in the acoustic-mode frequency range was found to be--9.9 e 2 V' 1 , where e is the electronic charge and J 7 the volume of a primitive unit cell, a reduction of 60 %. An increase of effective NN anion force constant by between 18 and 45 e 2 V~1 was postulated to reproduce a resonance in the optic-mode frequency range at 310 cm -1 , where the density of unperturbed phonon states is very low [6] . The best fit to the measured spectrum was obtained with an increase of NN anion force constant by 20 e 2 V~\ but the predicted relative intensity associated with the resonance at 310 cm -1 is much greater than observed.
Point-ion wave functions for F centres in alkalineearth fluorides were calculated by Bartram, Harmer and Hayes [1] for interpretation of ENDOR and Stark-effect data. We have employed their groundstate wave function for the F centre in SrF 2 in an ab-initio calculation of forces and force constants, with the object of explaining the empirical forceconstant changes reported by Glynn et al. [8] .
In the adiabatic approximation, forces and force constants are determined by the dependence of the ground-state energy on ion coordinates. Thus the force and diagonal force constant associated with ion displacement Q are given by 
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Finally, we employed the closure approximation to obtain
The greatest uncertainty in the present calculation arises from the choice of an appropriate energy denominator BE in equation (5) . Accordingly, we have extended the calculations of Bartram et al. [l] to incorporate symmetrical displacements of the NN cations, and have evaluated the corresponding forceconstant change by numerical differentiation. The value AE = 0.948 Ry, chosen to insure agreement of the approximate force constant change from equation (5) with that determined numerically for NN cations, was employed for the anions as well.
The required derivatives of the point-ion potential for A , displacements, expanded in spherical harmonics about the anion vacancy, are and where Here, Q, is the charge on ion a whose polar coordinates with respect to the vacancy centre are r,, 0, and 9,; rs is the radius of ion shell s ; and Y f ( 0 , 0 ) is a spherical harmonic. Energies are in Rydbergs and displacements in Bohr radii.
The approximate ground-state wave function, determined variationally, is of the form [I] where a = 0.56, = 0.89 and C = -0.506.
Since II/, is restricted to a combination of s-and f-orbitals, the only terms in equations (6) and (7) neighbor cations, (2) next-nearest neighbor anions, and (3) anions just beyond and in line with the nearestneighbor cations. For convenience, we have introduced symmetry-adapted coordinates defined by
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rs, where 12, is the number of ions on shell s. The corresponding forces, calculated from equations (I), (6) and (9) , are listed in table I, and the force constants, calculated from equations (5), (7) and (9) , are listed in table 11.
Additional contributions to both forces and forceconstant changes arise from deletion of the Coulomb and short-range repulsive interactions of the missing anion. Derivatives of the short-range repulsive interaction were calculated from the Born-Mayer (Pauling) potentials of Benson and Dempsey [5] . These additional contributions are also listed in tables I and 11. Contributions to forces and force-constant changes from finite-ion-size effects [2] are not included in the present calculation. + 20
The total forces listed in table I act on the ions in their perfect lattice positions to produce lattice distortions. Radial displacements of the ions corresponding to these forces are shown schematically in figure 1. The real parts of the lattice Green's functions at zero frequency were used to determine the response of shells 1 and 2 to the applied forces.
It is evident from table I1 that the calculated total central force-constant change for NN cations (shell 1) agrees very well with the value inferred from Raman spectra [8] . The force constant change associated with this shell accounts very well for the Raman scattering observed in the acoustic mode region 181. On the other hand, the calculated central forceconstant change for NN anions (shell 2) is completely at variance with the reported experimental value. The calculated change is negative, and in fact no mechanism is apparent for a positive change since the relative displacement of NN cations and anions is such as to increase their separation. Other shells of ions are less directly affected by the F centre, but an indirect effect of the large outward displacements of NN cations is a substantial increase in the central force constant for third neighbor (shell-3) anions. An analogous effect has been reported for the F centre in KC1 [3] . The foregoing results lead us to re-interpret the measured Raman spectra in the optic mode region. It now seems apparent that the central-force-constant change for shell 3 anions is responsible for the resonance at 310 cm-I, and that the relatively low intensity associated with this resonance is a consequence of relatively weak coupling of the electronic system to displacements of shell-3 anions [4] . The negative forceconstant change for shell-2 anions will contribute to the spectrum in the optic-mode region, although not to the resonance.
